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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update

Agoura Hills:
OC received a request from the city regarding an IND who is parked on private
property and sleeping in his vehicle. JT Manwell, Public Safety Manager, and a
SD was able to connect with IND. They informed IND that he could not continue
to park on the lot. OC to follow up with JT tomorrow.
OC responded to a request from the city regarding IND, male, 20s who is living
in his vehicle. IND is parked on a private lot west of Kanan Rd. IND stated that
he has done his research and is confident the property is public. OC stated that
he is risking loosing his vehicle. IND stated that he has savings and can afford
to retrieve the vehicle if impounded. IND stated that he does not drink, smoke or
use drugs and is just taking a vacation. IND also stated that he was studying to become a dental
assistant. IND is not interested in services or being directed to a safe park location. OC to follow
up. IND ended up relocating before weeks end.
OC checked in with JT Manwell on a daily basis.
OC coordinated a time to assist with the transfer of title for a vehicle being donated to A03. Most
likely, that appointment will happen on Friday. OC to follow up.
OC canvassed Twin Oaks and Agoura Meadows shopping centers 4 days this week. New
Contact. Male, 60s. IND has been in the area for a couple of weeks. OC waiting to receive ID
numbers from the city for Agoura Hills individuals as to stay consistent.
OC has maintained contact with A03. OC to transport IND to AAA tomorrow and pick up his
donated vehicle. IND has purchased the insurance needed for the vehicle.
OC transported A03 to AAA in West Hills to transfer title of Ford
Expedition into his name. IND was extremely grateful for the vehicle
donation. IND was offered a day job to weed eat the donors yard. If IND
does a good job, he may receive more work throughout the community.
IND to stay in his vehicle at DYI one more night so he can transfer his
belongings. Pick a Part is going to retrieve the other vehicle and give IND
some cash.
OC located A04 at the Mobil Station on Kanan Rd. And Reyes Adobe.IND is not interested in
services at this time.
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Calabasas:
OC engaged an IND, new contact, who was sitting on the corner of Calabasas Rd and Park
Granada. Male, 50s stated that he came from Los Angeles. IND stated that he is planning on
heading east soon. OC offered IND socks and a hygiene kit. OC to follow up if IND is spotted
again.
OC checked the Park and Ride twice per day all week. OC engaged C01 on Friday afternoon.
IND stated that he went to the hospital on Thursday night because of a wound on his leg. IND
was experiencing severe pain, however, no infection was found. IND is still waiting for the arrival
of his ID.
OC spoke to security at The Courtyard shopping center on Calabasas Rd. A IND male, 20s was
on the property intoxicated and was detained by the Sheriff. Security stated that he had not
seen the IND prior to that incident.
Hidden Hills:
OC checked in at Long Valley and Burbank Security Gates. No issues to report other than OC
made introduction to the new security supervisor. Guy has taken over the position from his
brother Brian who was transferred to another location.
Malibu:
OC was contacted by Deputy Espinoza at approximately 6:00 Am with news that two homeless
individuals were struck and killed on PCH late last night. Allegedly, the first IND was struck by a
vehicle after he exited the bus and retrieved his bicycle. Due to the commotion, the second IND
went to the scene of the accident in an attempt to stop traffic and he was hit and killed by a
second vehicle. The Sheriff is investigating.
OC responded to a request from the city regarding an IND who is interested in making contact
with outreach. OC left IND an email and is waiting to hear back.
OC and 4 INDs participated in a news segment regarding the 2 INDs who were struck and killed
on PCH Sunday night. The INDs who participated were friends of the victims and were eager to
have their voices heard. Three INDs have been killed on PCH since the beginning of March.
OC has heard of approximately 8 individuals experiencing homelessness being struck and killed
on PCH since in recent years.
OC transported 3 INDs to participate in the lunch today. Approximately 30 INDs are utilizing the
meal program consistently. OC scheduled a laundry day for April 12th.
OC engaged IND M06. IND was at the Malibu Community Labor Exchange causing a small
disturbance. IND was wandering around with his shirt off and covered in blue paint. OC
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attempted to converse with IND. IND was speaking incoherently and could engage with OC. OC
checked in with Oscar, Director of MCLE. Oscar stated that IND was not causing a significant
problem but was concerned. OC contacted Deputy Espinoza who was not immediately
available. OC asked if SD could check on IND later in the day. OC to follow up.
OC responded to a request from the city regarding an encampment across from
Moonshadows Restaurant. OC located a significant amount of garbage in the ravine
and a small encampment above, on the ridge. The
encampment was vacant at the time but appeared to have
been used in the recent past. OC to follow up. OC updated
Susan Duenas, Public Safety Manager and Deputy
Espinoza.
OC distributed face masks that were donated by the Eagle Scouts of Newbury Park as well as
hygiene kits donated by Malibu Pacific Church.
Westlake Village:
OC visited St. Jude Catholic Church after receiving a call from a Deputy at Lost Hills Sheriff
station. A04 was asked to leave the Church property and was given a warning from the SD. IND
has been sleeping on the property and causing issues with blocking access ways. There are also
sanitary concerns related to IND. IND is in urgent need of new shoes, size 14 and socks. OC to
acquire these items over the weekend and deliver on Monday.
OC canvassed Westlake Plaza and Center, Agoura Rd., Lindero Canyon Rd and Westlake
Blvd. OC located and engaged A04 in Agoura Hills on Friday.

Other Activities:
OC participated in the Malibu Homeless Working Group Bi-weekly meeting.
OC participated in and facilitated a short HMIS training at the COG Homeless Working Group
quarterly meeting.
OC participated in the COG TAC Meeting
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